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is  about  ten   Indies   long,    with  the   closed   wing five
inches, the bill and shank   about one-and-three  quarters
each,   and  the  tail  about  one and-a-hali.    The   hen  is
decidedly larger,  at any  rate when  fully adult.    There
has been some   discussion   as to   a  supposed  change of
plumage in the female of   this   species, which  has   been
said to assume the plainer male   plumage after the breed-
ing   season; but   no such change took place   In females
kept in the Calcutta Zoological  Garden, which I observ-
ed.    This curious   bird has a   very wide range, although
it  is not  migratory, for   it is  found in  most  parts of
Africa and in Madagascar  as  well as in Southern Asia;
its range,   indeed,   extends from Egypt to Japan.    It is
very generally distributed  in   our  Empire, but   is rare
in the Himalayas.    It moves about to some   extent, its
wanderings   depending on the   local   water supply.    The
ground most  to its liking is   that which  is  moist rather
than   actually   flooded, and   it likes  plenty of cover in
the shape of rushes, etc.    It feeds mostly on insects and
sn&ils, also eating paddy  and grass-seed,   and does not
bore  for  its food like a snipe.    Mr.   Gates says   that it
cannot do so, on account of  the curvature of its bill, but
this does not prevent other birds with curved bills from
boring.    The "Painter" is more interesting to the natu-
ralist than the sportsman ; it has the fluttering straight-
on-end flight of a Rail, and the same slovenly habit of let-
ting its legs hang down when starting; it runs and skulks,
and does not rise readily.   My friend Mr. W.  K.  Dods
tells me he once nearly nipped one between his knees as it
rose, so close was it  lying; but, as I told him, probably
every "Painter" in his regular   beats   knows  him, and
knows too that he disdains its  tribe   as unworthy of   his
gun!    Moreover, when  the bird is   brought to  table, it
is not nearly so good as a Snipe; its flesh  is paler  and
its bones harder; while it has none of the genuine and

